Call for Nominations
Gold Medals
The Combustion Institute recognizes major contributors to the combustion field
with the award of one of three Gold Medals:
•
•
•

The Alfred C. Egerton Gold Medal "for distinguished, continuing and encouraging
contributions to the field of combustion"
The Bernard Lewis Gold Medal “for brilliant research in the field of combustion,
particularly on…”
The Ya B. Zeldovich Gold Medal "for outstanding contributions to the theory of
combustion or detonation."

Nomination Procedure:
The Combustion Institute encourages members to nominate deserving colleagues for a Gold
Medal. Nominations in any format will be accepted but the following is recommended:
A nomination of no more than 400 words describing the candidate’s qualifications. In
addition, a nomination package should include:
1. Up to four supporting letters.
2. A citation of up to 20 words of the candidate’s qualifications for an award.
3. A two-page curriculum vitae and a list of publications. Electronic copies of five
publications that best demonstrate why the candidate is qualified to receive a Gold
Medal. A more complete publication list of up to 5 pages may be appended.
Medal Assignment. The Gold Medal Award Committee will assign specific medals to
the top candidates on the basis of the association of their attributes with the medal
criteria. Nominators need not designate a specific medal for their candidate.
Nominators should indicate their intention of putting together a nomination and the name
of their candidate as early as possible. This information will be used to ensure that the
best single nomination be made for any candidate. The candidate’s name should be sent
by email to office@combustioninstitute.org with Gold Medal as the subject.
Nomination Deadline: Nomination packages must be received by 13 January 2012:
Gold Medal Committee
or
The Combustion Institute
5001 Baum Blvd Suite 635
Pittsburgh PA 15213-1851 USA

office@combustioninstitute.org

Past Recipients can be found on The Combustion Institute website,
https://www.combustioninstitute.org. Click on the Publications/Awards page and then
click on Awards. Select All Winners under each medal for a complete listing..

